


This is a story of the moon. 
 
Perhaps, not the same story taught or studied in pursuit of knowing, but it’s a tale whispered in 
the breeze of a cool night, in the chirps of critters who sing to the stars in the velvet blanket of 
darkness. 
 
A long time ago, before the age of fire, before the moon was even born, before humans formed 
themselves into beacons to pull apart the mysteries of midnight, burning longer and brighter 
than any shadow, humans and creatures were engulfed in the unknown. Just after the sun 
kissed the horizon and slipped into its immortal slumber, the humans were left to dream and 
fear what lay beyond their sight. Their senses tingled with the resonance of animals much more 
adept, echoing and rustling in the beyond. 
 
So the humans, in each passing of daylight, reminded themselves of the beautiful and holy. 
They shared glimpses into the soul, tales of the architecture of life, visions and memories which 
infused with the splendor of humanity. Even though each loved one was merely an outline in 
the dim shine of fireflies, they gathered in caves and on hillsides; families, friends, and 
strangers.  
 
They spoke of magik, these humans before our time. They wove starlight into tales of healing 
waters flowing to the sky’s edge, visions of ocean mist lifting into the air where it clung to the 
heavens. They spoke of fear and what waited in the infinite, a singular, extraordinary moment 
when the tides of time and life would collide into a sacred kaleidoscope holding a mirror to the 
self, a ghost of wishes long passed. All of these poetic musings were but a hope in the dark that 
the sun would return and once again breathe life into the world. 
 
The sky began to take notice of these glittering, evaporated memories. Even after all it had 
witnessed throughout all of the cosmos, it had never heard anything so moving as the hearts of 
humankind, their embers alight in the words of the universe. The sky listened night after night 
to the tribes of people scattered across the globe. Transfixed in wonderment, the sky began to 
collect these stories, these transcendent sparks, like fireworks clinging to life, each one was 
more profound than the last. 
 
One night, the sky had gathered so many of the stories from the lives below that they began to 
float in the atmosphere all on their own, lighter than air, higher and higher into the divine. This 
medley of words echoed in the night from people all over the world, from mothers, from 
fathers on the brink of forever-sleep, from children, grandparents, guardians of the beginning 
of consciousness. All of these memories and fantasies danced in the rays of the thermosphere 
and, within a blink, slipped into orbit where they tumbled and melted into one another. The sky 
just watched and it witnessed the very moment when these tales suddenly flickered into 
reality, matter formed of the very substance the humans were made of. These stories became 
the dust of dust, a million specks of sand, ash, and dirt; heirlooms from the planet below, which 



endured to roll and meld and coalesce until every last word had become one enormous rock 
suspended above the Earth, circling and drifting in the unimaginable darkness. 
 
The sun, upon waking, saw this rock. And inside, were all of the stories, every hope, every 
dream, each fear and triumph and grief-stricken sorrow resting in this shrine to existence. The 
sun became so overwhelmed with emotion seeing this rare and impossible gift that its tears left 
holes and craters on the rock’s surface, pockmarks which glistened in the light. There were so 
many lives and stories, the sun thought to itself, that it needed to be seen and remembered. So 
from that night on, the sun decided that it would shine a light on this wandering sphere, to 
illuminate the stories until the end of time. An evanescent orb dangled in the heavens for each 
one of the humans below. A light in the dark for those who feared the night, for those who 
clung to the edge of the beyond, for the disheartened to know they are not alone, for every 
human to be bathed in gold strands of memories and illustrious wonder, to be awash in the 
infinite, witnessed by the universe.  
 
This rock, these stories, our moon, is our inheritance from the days of myths spoken quietly in 
the dark. For at the end of all that’s ever been will remain our stories, our cinders glowing 
among the thousands upon thousands of stars who share these legends, lighting them with 
adoration, even in the dark, forever. 
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